Violence is not a good choice to make. I once heard my mom talking to my dad and they were talking about this man abusing his dog. I was shocked of the words that my mom said. My mom continued to talk. She said when he gets back from work he sees that his dog prolific himself or pooped on the floor he starts to yell and starts to hit the dog. Violence affected my life cause when ever I heard the man's name I get scared. But now the dog is in a better home. From now on I spend time with that dog. You know how they say dimañes are a girl's best friend. Mine is a dog's best friend, the causes of youth violence is when you get bullied or you get angry every day or it just starts, the thing I could do they could have courage or tell a person that is close to you or tell the cops. Now the dog starts to twitch when ever some one gets close to him. Don't, the violence even if someone told you so don't do it, it's not cool.